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Blog Marketing: The Revolutionary New Way to Increase
Sales, Build Your Brand, and Get Exceptional Results

Jeremy Wright

McGraw-Hill, 2006; 322pp; hardback; £14.99

ISBN 0072262516

The blogging phenomenon, although around since the early internet days,

really took off during the 2004 US presidential election, when blogs, or

weblogs, defined as frequently updated online diaries or newsletters

accessible by the public, came to the attention of journalists, politicians

and the public. News and gossip about candidates and events was

distributed at a rapid speed, and those in power, including corporations,

became aware of blogging as a powerful communication tool.

Statistics on blogs change every day, and are only really available for

the USA; however it is estimated that around 40,000 new blogs are

created every day, with the number of blogs worldwide exceeding 35

million. Businesses have realised that blogs provide a way of

communicating directly with their customers, and consumers,

increasingly cynical about modern marketing methods, are seeing blogs

as a way of turning their backs on advertising and exchanging views on

products and services. Blogs can thus make or break brands.

This book, written by a blogging evangelist, is billed as a guide to

businesses which wish to take part in the ‘blogosphere’. The author

demonstrates how companies can use blogs to engage externally with

customers, using them as insight for market research and product testing,

ultimately doing away with the need for focus groups, and internally with

employees for an exchange of ideas and knowledge, as well as for general

office communication. Wright also points out that those companies not

wishing to blog themselves should be aware of the usefulness of blogs for

keeping up to date with how they are viewed by the outside world and

monitoring competitors and industries. He stresses, however, that the

open and informal style, and the honest and authentic approach which

makes blogging so refreshing, does not sit easily with many corporations

and needs to be learned. There is a need to create a corporate ‘blogging

atmosphere’ before embarking on this exercise, and it is emphasised that

a communication purpose needs to be agreed upon. To view blogging as

another marketing exercise is bound to lead to negative feedback from

readers, who in turn have the power to broadcast these perceptions

through the world.

Throughout the book there are case studies of good and bad blogging

practice, and of corporations which have used the medium for internal

and external communication purposes. Microsoft and Disney Channel are
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cited as examples of internal blogging practice, whereas GM’s FastLane

blog is seen as good practice for customer communication; indeed, it is

heralded as the ‘poster child for executive blogging’. Case studies are

followed by a ‘lessons learned’summary. Excerpts from websites and

other marketing books are used to highlight points.

In an informally written and engaging style, Jeremy Wright describes

the types of blogs to which businesses may best be suited. He identifies

seven blog types, ranging from discussion, news, opinion pieces and

analysis to relationship building and signposting. A guide to blog

etiquette and writing style is included, as are the basics of starting a blog,

with recommendations for blogware and tracking systems.

Chapter 7 is of particular interest for those involved in data monitoring

and analysis. The three main blog tracking engines are described and

evaluated. Throughout the book, Wright emphasises the need for a

blogging strategy and the importance of comment policies. The

anonymity of blogs gives the sender of messages greater bravado and

their vast readership makes negative comments exponentially more

visible. Dealing with negative responses is therefore very important for

businesses, and the author lists seven steps for responding to these in

Chapter 9.

In his final chapter Wright looks at the future of blogs, which

ultimately may lead to their replacing corporate websites and could, in his

view, redefine how companies conduct business.

An appendix includes a sample of blogging guidelines, taken from the

ones adopted by Thomas Nelson, a publishing company. A useful

glossary of ‘blogging’ terminology is included at the end of the book, as

is a detailed index. Throughout the book the author provides links to the

websites of corporate and marketing blogs, and to companies involved in

providing software and metrics services. Although biased towards a US

audience, the book is a useful and thought-provoking guide and reference

tool for all prospective blog marketers.

Penny Crossland

Joint manager, IDM Information Service

The Catalog Strategist’s Toolkit

Katie Muldoon

Racom Books, 2005; paperback; 408pp; $59.95

ISBN: 0970451598

At a first glance this book looks pretty impenetrable. There are few

illustrations, many of the pages seem to consist of lists or tables, the

layout is plain and there are no concessions to style in the chapter or

section headings. In short, it looks like a bit of a heavy read.

But unless you are just in the process of starting a company from scratch

this is not the sort of book that you will want to read from cover to cover.

The clue is in the title: namely, this is a toolkit. You do not after all take

out every tool in the toolbox when you need to do a job. (Well, I do, but I
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am to DIY what Dame Sybil Thorndyke was to rugby league.) You

identify the job that needs to be done and root around in the box to find a

tool to do the job.

This is the book’s first strong point. It has a terrific index at the front

which makes it easy to find the tools in this particular box. It is segmented

into broad topics, each of which is further broken down into specific

tasks. So when you have a problem to solve or a task to complete it is

easy to find the particular piece of advice you need.

For instance, the section on merchandising is broken down into chunks

on product strategy, merchandise criteria, the difference between a

merchandiser and a buyer, vendor contracts and so on.

It is also incredibly comprehensive. This is no how-to-make-your-

catalogue-look-prettier book. This is a book that gets into the nitty gritty

of running a catalogue company. So if you are expanding there is piece on

structure; if you are looking at the competition there is a structure to do

this; if you are looking to put together a contact strategy there is a grid to

do this.

We cataloguers work in a jargon rich world. This book takes the time to

give definitions of the phrases and TLAs (three-letter abbreviations) we

use on a daily basis in order to exclude people from our world. The

explanations are clear and concise and written in that straightforward way

that hides a lot of thought and skill.

Who should buy this book? It may sound trite and a bit of a cop-out but

I think most cataloguers could benefit from it. OK, so it may be of most

use to people who are new to the industry, but there is stuff in there which

is of use to old stagers too. You never get to know everything in this

business and some of the things you do know you need reminding of now

and again — having this book on the shelf to dip into every now and

again would be a great addition to your armoury.

Downsides? Not many. It is an American book so there are some

differences in terms and landscape but anyone with half a brain will

notice those and either translate or ignore them.

Would I buy it? Yes, I probably would. It would be a bit like insurance.

Most of the time you are not aware of having it, but when you need it you

are glad you have got it.

Andrew Wilson

The Catalogue Consultancy

Museum Review

Museum of Brands, Packaging and Advertising

2 Colville Mews, Lonsdale Road, London W11 3AR, UK.

Entrance: £5.80 (see also www.robertopiecollection.com)

If you could ‘google’ your school history essays, ‘reign’, ‘battle’,

‘parliament’ and ‘revolution’ would surely top the rankings . Or, if you
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are of a younger generation, maybe it would be ‘guilds’, ‘merchants’,

‘empire’ and ‘industrial revolution’. What constitutes history evolves,

from political to economic, to social, to cultural. Visitors to the V&A can

now explore the history of English room interiors. In Bath a museum

devotes itself to the history of personal apparel. From 1 December 2005

we can view history through the lens of packaged goods.

The parents of Robert Opie, whose collection is now on display at the

Museum of Brands, Packaging and Advertising, were themselves social

historians. Robert sees himself as a cultural historian. Over the last 50

years he has accumulated some 300,000 artefacts that would otherwise

have been discarded: objects such as point-of-sale material, paper and

cardboard packets, jars, tins and plastic containers. The common feature

of these items is that they have been the vehicles whereby manufacturers

promoted their products to mass-market consumers at some time during

the past 150 years. The museum showcases just 3 per cent of this

collection.

The collection, which is housed in a ‘time tunnel’, could easily have

absorbed more than the two hours that the Editor and I had allocated for

this visit. It can quite properly be enjoyed as a tour down memory lane,

exciting our recollection of the product categories as well as the brands of

childhood years. But that would not of itself justify a review in this

particular journal.

It is equally rewarding to travel the ‘time tunnel’ with a specific focus

on a particular aspect of design and advertising. Taking content, for

example, we see that in the Victorian period it was common practice to

establish the authority of one’s brand by the size of the factory

represented on the packet. Taking colour it is evident that the Victorians

had a particular predilection for a soft China blue which for some reason

had fallen entirely out of fashion by the 1950s. Taking positioning we see

that key motifs of Edwardian packaging are the use of the Union Jack and

the representation of the British Empire. Taking typography we would see

that the 1930s was clearly a time of major innovation with a new, starker,

more minimalist approach to design and lettering. Taking gender relations

we find a particular focus in the 1930s on the housewife but in the 1950s

on the family as the consumer depicted on the branded product. Taking

materials it is striking how great has been the effect of plastic and poly-

chemistry in recent times.

Avisit to this museum should be mandatory for everyone involved in

branding. While the context in which brands are promoted may evolve,

the challenges of how visually to communicate a brand’s values appear to

have changed far less than one might suppose. It is striking how many of

today’s well-known brands were dominant in their categories even in

Victorian times. It is clear that the design heritage inherent in the brand

logos of Boots and Kelloggs, for instance, provides a huge advantage over

those that have indulged in fashion-chasing makeovers. Clever devices

abound, waiting for rediscovery. The principles of successful

contemporary brand advertising can be seen to be enduring rather than

ephemeral.

Often the sheer volume of artefacts overwhelms our ability to focus on
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a specific thematic interest. Maybe that justifies follow-up visits. But

there is a concession to theme in the last section of the tunnel, which

traces the evolution of the logos and packets represented by some of the

best-known packaged brands. Had it been practical to do so it would have

been interesting to have seen similar thematic sections on the evolution of

packaging materials and methods for opening, pouring and sealing packs,

colour, typography, content, gender and so on.

Maybe this is not practical. Maybe a museum is not the best medium

for enabling specific tours. Were I dictator for a day my first act would be

to award lottery funds to catalogue and display the wider collection

electronically, allowing web visitors to create their own time tunnels

based on user-defined selection criteria. My second would be to rebrand

Robert as ‘Sir’ Robert Opie. Few prophets can have spent longer in the

wilderness and to such productive effect.

Richard Webber F IDM
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